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SwissMixIt stainless steel filter element is the heart of
the oil infusion system. Mix and extract botanicals and
more in Mason jar using magnetic mixer, then pump out
infused oil for direct use on skin (externally) or to make
DIY skin creams. Perfect for full spectrum oil,
polyphenols and more. Run in reverse for artisan
vinegar, craft yeast breads, and more.
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Stainless Steel Micron Filter

Stainless Steel Filter Element for pump top Mason jars.

Description: .5 Micron high filtration element with 1/4 inch attach point. Used for pump tops on Mason jars or other container pumps that allow a 1/4 inch tube connection. This is for making oil
infusions. Allows you to mix and extract in same Mason jar and then pump out oil and extract while filter leaves and particulates behind. Great for making hemp oil. Can be run in reverse with an air
pump for making aerated yeast growth, vinegar, and more. Includes two (2) filters and shipping in USA via USPS Flat Rate box.

Price (2 filters): $49.99
Shipping and Handling: Included to domestic USA via USPS Flat Rate Box
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Stainless Steel Filter Element

SwissMixIt stainless steel filter element is the heart of the oil infusion system. Mix and extract botanicals in Mason jar
using magnetic mixer, then pump out infused oil for direct use on skin (externally) or to make DIY skin creams. Perfect
for full spectrum oil, polyphenols and more.

You may use whole flowers or ground up botanicals, add Olive oil (or any vegetable oil including Rice Bran Oil), then
allow magnetic mixer to enhance the oil-to-oil extraction.

Then simply pump out. The micron filter will leave behind particulates.
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Run in Reverse for Aeration

Use a air pump (or CO2) to aerate water, vinegar, and more to make craft or artisan solutions. You can also use this to
fast rise yeast for making bread.
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